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REASONS FOR DECISION
(Delivered the 11th day of March 1992)



The relief sought
The plaintiff seeks a declaration that Articles 32 and 2.13 of a Deed of Exploration are contrary to Part IV of the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act (Cth) (herein "the Land Rights Act") and, therefore, wholly void.


.



The background
On 22 August 1988 the fourth defendant (herein "the Applicant") wrote to the Northern Territory Minister for Mines and Energy.	It applied under the Mining Act for a grant of two Exploration Licences, subsequently numbered 6284 and 6285, in respect of certain Aboriginal land in the Cox River region.

The third defendant (herein the "Aboriginal
Corporation") and the Applicant agreed to form a joint venture.	Its purpose was to explore the Licence land and,
if warranted, mine it for minerals.	•


About 3\ months after receiving the application, the Minister for Mines and Energy wrote on 5 December 1988 to the second defendant (herein "the Land Council") and the Applicant.	He advised them that he consented to the Applicant negotiating with the Land Council to obtain its consent to the grant of the proposed Exploration Licences to the Applicant.

About 1 month later, in January 1989, the Applicant applied to the Land Council in writing, under s.41 of the Land Rights Act, for its consent to the grant.	Such an application has to "set out a comprehensive proposal": see the details required by ss.41(6).	Making the application also set in train the "negotiating period", which lasts a statutory minimum of 12 months (ss.42(13)).
During this time the Land Council had	to decide whether or not to consent to a grant of the Exploration Licences.	To decide that, it had first to consult with the traditional Aboriginal owners of the land and other Aboriginal groups affected by a grant (ss.42(2) and (4)).	It also had  to agree with the Applicant on the terms and conditions to which a grant of the Licences would be subject, before it could consent (s.42(6)).

About 21 months later, on 25 October 1990, the Land Council forwarded to the M.inister for Aboriginal Affairs an unexecuted "Deed for Exploration" to which the parties are the Land Council, the Aboriginal Corporation and the Applicant.	The Deed is a complex document.		It comprises some 99 pages containing 32 Articles.	There are a further 23 pages, containing 7 Annexures.

About 1 month later, on 26 November 1990, the Minister for.Aboriginal Affairs signed a document titled "Consent of the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs to the Grant of Exploration Licences 6284 and 6285, cox River, Northern Territory".	In it he stated that pursuant to para.40(a) of the Land Rights Act he consented to the grant of the proposed Exploration Licences.	On the same day, in purported compliance with s.42(8) of the Land Rights Act, he wrote to the Land council.	The material part of that letter states:-
"You wrote to me on 25 October forwarding a deed of agreement between the Northern Land Council, Stockdale Prospecting Limited and the Nuralindji Aboriginal Corporation in relation to proposed Exploration Licences 6284 and 6285.

I hereby approve, pursuant to subsection 27(3) of the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory Act 1976 (the Act), that the Northern Land Council enter into the said agreement.

I also hereby consent, pursuant to paragraph 4O(a) and subsection 42(8) of the Act, to the grant of Exploration Licences numbered 6284 and 6285.

I note, however, that article 32 of the deed of agreement includes provisions which purport to override the provisions of the Act and other relevant legislation in certain circumstances relating to negotiations for mining in these areas.	In particular, I note that article 32.l(b) introduces a requirement for the Land Council's consent to the grant of a mineral lease when such a consent is not a prerequisite under the Act.

I wish to inform you that the Attorney-General's Department has advised that provisions of this sort in exploration agreements cannot override the provisions of the legislation.	The Northern Territory authority responsible for the grant of mineral leases is not envisaged as a party to the agreement and its powers are unaffected by arrangements between the parties contained in the agreement."


The Minister also wrote that day in similar terms to the Applicant.

About 4 months later, on 25 March 1991, the Land Council, the Aboriginal Corporation and the Applicant executed the Deed for Exploration.	On the same day the Land Council executed a document titled "Consent of the Northern Land Council to the Grant of Exploration Licences 6284 and 6285, Cox River, NT''·	This consent is conditional, since


it is expressed to be "subject to the terms and conditions set out in Paragraphs 3 and 4 - - -" the material parts of which are as follows:-

113.	The Land Council would not have given the consent - - if

	the terms and conditions for the giving of the consent were otherwise than as are contained in the Deed for Exploration; and



	It is a condition of giving of the consent -

- that -
	any mining works that may be proposed or undertaken in relation to minerals• discovered - - - be undertaken

subject to the applicable terms and conditions included in the Deed for Exploration - - - ; and

	an agreement under Section 45 of the [Land Rights Act J relating to such mining works be negotiated in accordance with and subject to the applicable terms and conditions included in the Deed for Exploration."




The Minister for Mines and Energy has not yet granted the Exploration Licences sought some 3\ years ago on
22 August 1988. On 26 August 1991, some 5 months after the Land Council's consent of 25 March, the plaintiff issued the Writ herein, seeking the declaratory relief mentioned on
	The case was tried on 5 December.	It stands for judgment today.

The statutory regime applicable
(al	The current regime
The actions by the parties, recounted above, are explicable in terms of the legal regime controlling the exploration for minerals on Aboriginal land.	As far as statute law is concerned this regime is constituted by the Land Rights Act and the Mining Act.	The general thrust of the Land Rights Act provisions first may be briefly stated.

Part IV of the Land Rights Act deals with mining.
It comprises ss.40-48J.	It was inserted by Act No. 75 of 1987, with effect from 5 June 1987.	It provides that the e can be no exploration on Aboriginal Land unless the Land Council and others first consent; see para.40(a), ss.42(6) and (8).	An agreement on the terms and conditions of exploration must be entered into; see s.42(6)(c).	Time limits are set.	There is provision for 'national interest' cases; these are of no concern in these proceedings except that the fact that provision is made, in para.40(b) and s.43, indicates that the grant of an exploration licence is a subject which may attract consideration of the national interest.		If the only problem about giving consent relates to the terms and conditions of consent, a conciliation/arbitration process is provided in s.44.
There are limits on the amount of compensation to be paid at the exploration stage; see s.44A(l).	Once all necessary consents are given, and an Exploration licence is granted, an explorer who discovers an extractive mineral deposit and


seeks a mining interest in the land to mine that deposit, does not have to obtain consent to mine.	That is to say, as far as the Land Rights Act is concerned, the only problem for the intending miner at that stage is reaching agreement with the Land Council on the terms and conditions to which the grant of his mining interest will be subject (para.45(a)), a matter on which he is entitled to recourse to conciliation/arbitration under ss.46(7)-(13).


(bl	The former regime
It is convenient at this point to note that under the former Part IV of the Land Rights Act, in force unti June 1987, a 'mining interest' (defined, importantly, so as to include an exploration licence) could be granted only if both the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs and the Land Council consented.	Part XI of the Mining Act, which deals with the grant of exploration licences and mining tenements over Aboriginal land, contemplates two stages: an exploration stage pursuant to an exploration licence granted under s.16, and a mining stage under a mining tenement granted under s.60, s.101 or s.112.

Accordingly, the effect of the former Part IV of the Land Rights Act was that (apart from s.40(2) applications) the traditional Aboriginal owners could give or withhold consent both at the exploration stage and at the mining stage.	A consent to explore did not entail a consent to mine any minerals discovered.
Under s.45(1), if the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs was satisfied that the Land Council had "refused -
- to give its consent to the grant of a mining interest )2y: reason that the applicant for the grant will not enter into an agreement proposed by the Land Council in consideration for the giving of its consent to the grant" there was provision for arbitration "to determine the terms and conditions of the agreement."	It can be seen that s.45(1) did not erode the absolute "veto"; it applied only where the non-consent was due purely to a failure to agree on terms and conditions of consent, as is the case with s.44 of the
current Part IV.	•

Two consents were required before there could be mining, except where the former s.40(2) was utilized.	This provided that once consent was given to an applicant's proposal for an Exploration Licence, which included "proposals for exploration - - - and the recovery of any minerals found as a result of the exploration", a second consent at the mining stage would not be required, if the mining interest to be granted was "in substantial accordance with those proposals".

In fact, the regime instituted by the former
Part IV rusted in its tracks; only 1 agreement was concluded in the 10\ years it was in force.	As Mr Costigan Q.C., senior counsel for the defendant, put it, Part IV did not sensibly allow for consultation between miners and
'



traditional owners, or for exploration for and recovery of minerals.	In his Report on the Land Rights Act, "Seven Years On" (1983), Toohey J stated that there were "practical difficulties" in the operation of s.40(2); see paras.512-515 of the Report.	His Honour discussed possible solutions before making remedial recommendations at para.554; they were not implemented.

[His Honour then set out ss.40, 42 and 46 of the Land Rights Act and s.137(1) of the Mining Act, and continued:]
•
The plaintiff's submissions
The basic submission by Mr Pauling QC, senior counsel for the plaintiff, was that Part IV of the Land
Rights Act, considered in its context and read as a whole, is a legal code regulating mining on Aboriginal land.	That is, it exclusively states the whole of the law on that topic, when read with the Mining Act.		He submitted that ss.40-48J together constitute a significant, tight, comprehensive and compulsory legal regime regulating exploration and mining on Aboriginal land; they set out in detail steps which must be taken, specify time-limits on taking those steps, state rights the exercise of which cannot be waived and duties which must be observed, detail guidelines and impose prohibitions.	Accordingly, the only way in which an Exploration Licence or a (subsequent) mining interest can be obtained is by strictly following the path
delineated by the steps set out in Part IV, and only those steps.	Mr Pauling submitted that in the present case the Land Council had sought to avoid those steps, and had marked out a different path, by purporting to make its consent to explore (a step required by para.40(a)) conditional on the Applicant and the Land Council observing - and exclusively
observing - the terms and conditions in the Deed of Exploration, one of the provisions of which (Article 32) purports to over-ride the statutory regime instituted by Part IV.

Mr Pauling submitted that it was implicit in tire approach taken by the Land Council in the Deed - that the Applicant could contract out from or waive certain provisions of Part IV - that the regime instituted by ss.40-48J was directory or permissive only; in truth, he submitted, that regime was mandatory or obligatory, and
could not be waived or departed from by the Applicant or the Land Council.		In this respect, see, for example, Article 32.3(a) and (b): they purport to apply "notwithstanding the rights which [the Applicant or the Land Council] may have under the Land Rights Act", and to replace the statutory regime of rights and duties by contractually agreed rights and duties.	That is, they replace the statutory regime with a different contractual regime.	Mr Pauling submitted that this cannot be done; Part IV does not permit a contracting out from its provisions.
ll

,,


Mr Pauling's supporting submissions were as follows.	[His Honour then set out these submissions which included discussion of Lieberman v Morris (1944) 69 CLR 69, Queensland Mines Ltd v  Northern Land Council (1990) 68 NTR l, Northern Land Council v Queensland  Mines Ltd. (unreported, court of Appeal, 12 March 1991), Collins v Blantern [1767] 2 Wils. K.B. 341; 95 E.R. 847, Flayer v
Edwards [1774] l Cowp. 112; 98 E.R. 995, Caltex Oil (Australia) Pty. Ltd. v Best (1990) 179 CLR 516, Territory Insurance Office v Kerin (1986) 84 FLR l, and	A and ors v Hayden (1984) 156 CLR 532,	and continued:]
•
In summarising the plaintiff's case, Mr Pauling submitted that the first question was whether Part IV was intended to be a code on the topic of exploration and mining on Aboriginal land.	To determine that question required an examination of the mischief	Part IV was designed to overcome; this was clearly spelled out in the Minister's Second Reading speech.	The proper conclusion was that the provisions of Part IV provided a one-only pathway in relation to its subject matter.	Accordingly, Articles 32 and 2.13 were void because as contracting-out provisions they were contrary to the intention of Parliament.	Part IV was peremptory in its terms as to what was to occur in relation to the grant of a mining interest following the grant of an exploration licence; this was consistent with its object of a "once-only" veto.		It would be wholly inconsistent with that object to have a consent to


exploration made conditional upon a further consent to mining; that could not possibly be a permissible term or condition.	After a consent is given, Part IV says that the Land Council cannot refuse; it cannot therefore contract for a right to refuse.


The defendant's submissions
Mr Costigan submitted that to put the argument in terms that Part IV was a code did not meet the specific problems which needed to be addressed.	His submissions were
as follows.
•
	It is possible to construe Part IV without adopting a purposive approach.	He referred to observations by Burchett Jon	s.15AA of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 (Cth) in Trevisan v Commissioner of Taxation (1991) 29 FCR

157 at p.162; his Honour said:-


"Section 15AA requires a court to prefer one construction to another.	such a requirement can only have meaning where two constructions are otherwise open.	The section is not a warrant for redrafting legislation nearer to an assumed desire of the legislature.	It is not for the courts to legislate; a meaning, though illuminated by the statutory injunction to promote the purpose or object underlying the Act, must be found in the words of Parliament."
(emphasis mine)


Mr Pauling, I interpose, had no quarrel with what his Honour had to say about s.15AA.	Mr Costigan submitted that it was not necessary to utilise s.15AA because the words of Part IV
are sufficiently clear: only one construction is open and that is a construction which permits the Applicant and the Land Council to do what they purported to do in the Deed.

	However, taking the purposive approach, it is vital to recall that the Land Rights Act was not enacted for the benefit of miners or others: as its preamble states, it was to provide "for the granting of Traditional Aboriginal Land in the Northern Territory for the benefit of Aboriginals and for other purposes."	The "other purposes"

include enabling the traditional owners to control the use
of their land. Minister.
 These matters were stressed by the	•

The history of the Land Rights Act is important to an understanding of the purpose of Part IV.	Mr Costigan pointed to the problems caused by s.40(2) in the former  Part IV, and referred in particular to Chapters 16 and 19-24 of Justice Toohey's Report "Seven Years On", particularly paras.535-7.	He also relied on the Minister's Second Reading speech, emphasizing the "essential purpose" of the Act, and that Part IV was to ensure the traditional owners'
ability "to control exploration and mining activity on their land".

	Mr Costigan submitted that the crucial question is whether Part IV prohibits a conditional consent by the Land Council under para.40(a).	There was of course



no explicit prohibition in Part IV as there was, for example, in the Act dealt with in the Caltex oil case.	I interpose that this is clearly correct.	It was the lack of an explicit prohibition, he submitted, which compelled the plaintiff to argue that Part IV was a code prescribing the only way in which a grant could be made.		This was because the plaintiff had to overcome the ordinary principle of statutory construction that in the absence of an express prohibition in an Act, contractual activity is not impeded.

He submitted that Part IV provided a framework within which mining proposals could be dealt with by	•
Aboriginal owners and miners, by agreement.	The fundamental purpose of Part IV, ascertainable from the extraneous materials mentioned on p.14, was to break the
log-jam created by the former Part IV.	To do so, Parliament had set out a detailed procedure to which traditional owners and mining companies could have resort.		Central and basic to the whole scheme of Part IV i.s the nee.d for serious consultation with the traditional owners, whose consent is essential.		It is the fact that their consent is essential which is of prime importance in determining the purpose of Part IV.	All of the details in Part IV are subsequent to the need for their consent.	Part IV intended to smooth the path which leads to mining and to solve disagreements between the traditional owners and mining companies in a statutory way.	It did not intend to discourage agreements reached between them.
Mr Costigan submitted that there is nothing in Part IV which in any way limits the nature of the Land Council's consent under para.40(a), or in any way limits the terms and conditions which may be included in an agreement under para.42(6)(c), except s.44A.	Specifically, Part IV does not expressly prohibit the inclusion in a para.42(6)(c) agreement of a provision requiring a Land Council's approval to the grant of a mining interest, or to any of the other matters referred to in Article 32.

[His Honour then discussed Australian Broadcasting Corporati•on v Redmore Pty. Ltd.	(1988-89) 166 CLR 454 and •
St. John Shipping Corporation v Joseph Rank Ltd. [1957] 1
Q.B. 267, which had been cited by Mr Costigan, and continued:]

Mr Costigan submitted that the plaintiff had to show it was a necessary implication from the structure of Part IV that the Land Council and the Applicant could not enter into their Deed.	He submitted that it followed from the approach indicated in the authorities cited that no prohibition could be implied in this case.

	In the light of the above submissions,

Mr Costigan submitted that the purpose of Part IV was
two-fold.	First, it was to preserve the "essential purpose" of the Act, as earlier mentioned.	Second, it was to overcome the practical difficulties encountered in the

"




working of the former Part IV scheme, particularly its "implicit conjunctive structure" which had precluded the formation of agreements.	He submitted that attaining the first and fundamental object would be impeded if the Land Council and the traditional owners were inhibited in their consideration of matters they considered relevant to their consent.	They would be inhibited if the Act were construed so as to prevent them from giving a consent to explore subject to certain conditions.	To construe the Act in this way would therefore be contrary to its "essential purpose". There was nothing in Part IV limiting the terms and conditions which could be agreed upon; Mr Costigan preferr d to put this another way, that there was nothing in Part IV to limit the way in which consent by the traditional owners is to be given.	Accordingly, the ability of the traditional land owners to consider all appropriate factors should not be limited, when they are deciding whether to consent.

	Mr Costigan submitted that ss.46(7) - (11), for example, should be seen as a useful provision, if the intending miner and the Land Council failed to agree.	But there was no room for these provisions to operate if they did agree.	He pointed out that the Deed embodied an agreement to explore and mine on terms and conditions linked to the consent under para.40(a), which was the basic matter.


	In summary, there being no express


16
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prohibition in Part IV against the consensual arrangements in the Deed, and no proper basis for implying such a prohibition in Part IV, the traditional owners by the Land Council were entitled to enter into an agreement such as that embodied in the Deed, no provisions of which required the Court's attention.


	Mr Costigan submitted that Article 32.l(b) did not usurp s.45 or s.46, despite its opening words. Before it was capable of doing so, it had to be shown that

the prior approval of the Land Council to mining is forbidden by Part IV; on the basis of the earlier	•
submissions, that is not the case.	If this approach is accepted, Article 2.13 is unexceptionable, for similar
reasons, and there is no basis to remove it even if for some reason Article 32 were struck down.


Some general matters
I have set out in considerable detail the parties' submissions, as they appear to canvass exhaustively all the relevant issues, arguments and approaches.

I consider it of doubtful utility to seek to characterize Part IV as a code; it is common to refer to mining legislation in this way.	What is essential is to ascertain the real intention of Parliament by carefully attending to the whole scope of the Land Rights
Act, and Part IV in particular.	It is necessary to examine

17


the subject matter and ascertain the general object sought to be attained by Part IV.

It is clear that the present Part IV, like the former Part IV, enshrines (though in a different way) the Woodward recommendation that Aboriginals should have the right to prevent exploration for minerals and mining on their traditional lands.	See the Aboriginal Land Rights Commission Second Report, April 1974, p.122.

A matter which was not adverted to by the parties
but which I think is of general significance is the fact	• that all minerals in the Territory vest in the Crown in right of the Northern Territory.	That is to say, in
practical terms, the minerals are owned by the government on behalf of all the people of the Territory.	Woodward put it simply: "minerals belong to all the people" (Report, supra, p.110).	They do not belong to the owners of the surface lands; that is to say, in the case of Aboriginal land, they do not belong to the Aboriginal owners.	The principle that the minerals belong to the whole community is of great practical and historical importance in Australia.	It means that the Territory community as a whole has a right to share in whatever socio-economic advantages flow from the development of the mineral resources of the Territory.	As a corollary, a regime regulating mining on Aboriginal land is not a matter in which the only interested parties are the mining companies and the traditional land owners.
Speaking generally, history shows that mining has contributed materially to the growth and stability of those States which possess minerals.	It has played a most significant part in Australia's history.	The historical importance of mining in Australia has given rise to distinct bodies of law to regulate the prospecting, mining and production of minerals.


Conclusions
It is necessary, I consider, to take a purposive approach to the interpretation of Part IV of the Land Rights Act.	When that approach is adopted, its scope and policy• become transparently clear with the aid, in particular, of the Minister's Second Reading speech.

First, Part IV was designed to (continue to) protect the right of traditional owners to prevent exploration and mining on their lands.	An applicant has to supply to them· a "comprehensive.proposal" in relation to his intended exploration, under s.41(6).	The traditional owners are free, without restriction, to refuse to consent to exploration and its concomitant mining.	If they refuse consent, that is the end of the matter and no further applications can be made except in accordance with s.48.
This is the so-called "veto".


If, however, the traditional Aboriginal owners are not opposed to exploration for minerals and the mining of any minerals thereby discovered, the second aspect of


k


Part IV applies.	It provides a regime for "the negotiation of terms and conditions at the exploration and mining stages", as the Minister put it.	Integral to the legislative scheme, its "central feature - - as it relates to the mining stage" is that there is a "once-only" consent. That is to say, once consent to exploration is given, the detailed provisions of Part IV regulate closely what then is
to be done.


It follows, I consider, that there will either be a refusal of consent or a consent accompanied by the terms and conditions agreed upon (para.42(6)(c)).	In my opinion• there cannot be a consent which is expressed to be conditional upon terms which themselves set aside and override the provisions of Part IV.	That is wholly contrary to the thrust and purpose of the legislative scheme in
Part IV.


It is understandable that the legislative regime in Part IV should be comprehensive: while preserving the "essential purpose" it also reflects the fact that there are "competing interests".	This is inherent in a bifurcation of ownership between surface land and minerals within the land.

In general, I accept the plaintiff's submissions and I reject the Land Council's submissions.	The regime instituted by Part IV is fully comprehensive.		It is not one from which the various interested parties can contract out,
beyond the "firm parameters" which it sets.	The legislative steps must be followed and interested parties cannot set up an overriding contractual regime which involves a contracting out from the provisions of Part IV.	In that sense, the legislative regime in Part IV is mandatory or obligatory.	To the extent that the Deed of Exploration purports to institute a different contractual regime it is unenforceable and void as contrary to Part IV.

It is the substance of Article 32 which must be examined in the light of Part IV, construed as I consider it should be construed.	Article 32 manifests a contracting out from Part IV and the substitution of an overriding and inconsistent contractual scheme.	The whole scheme of
Part IV would be frustrated if Article 32 were allowed to stand.	It is unnecessary to consider whether it is void as being opposed to the general policy of Part IV, since it is clearly in contravention of specific provisions of Part IV. The scheme of Article 32 is contrary to the "once-only" consent which is an integral part of the legislative scheme in Part IV; further, it purports to override the provisions for arbitration in Part IV.	I need take this aspect no further; the Land Council rightly conceded that if there could be no contracting out from Part IV, it would not seek to argue that the plaintiff was not entitled to the relief which it sought.	I consider that Article 32 is wholly void and Article 2.13 must fall with it.
,{'



'		Accordingly, I grant the declaratory relief sought by the plaintiff.	I will hear the parties further as to the form of the order, if necessary.	It may be that the setting aside of Articles 32 and 2.13, and the finding that a consent by the Land Council cannot be conditional in the sense that the consent in this case purported to be, may have consequential effects.	These have not, however, sought to be raised before me.


Orders -
Declarations made as sought.
When the trial commenced the plaintiff	•

discontinued against the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs, and must pay the Minister's costs.	The Applicant submitted to any order the Court might make, and is free of costs.
The second and third defendants must pay the plaintiff's costs.




